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Experience the thrill of the ocean
Fullfill your dreams of learning about the wonders of the ocean with us & together we come home 

safely! We offer daily scuba diving from beginners to pro divers.   

DIVE MASTER 
TRAINING EXPERIENCE

Price:

R 10 000 / 42 000.00 mts

Includes:

• 1 month accommodation at Coco Cabanas

• Daily training on how a Dive centre operates and gaining experience in the ocean 
as a Dive Master.

• All dives and gear rental

 
Look no further! Are you a certified Diver master and looking for experience to further your 
career, come join us at Gozo Azul, Ponta do Ouro a Padi 5* IDC centre! You will gain 
experience on how a dive centre operates and get the confidence you need to go explore the 
beautiful ocean world we live in. 
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Looking to be surrounded by beautiful coral & marine life every day, whilst learning new skills 
and helping others to develop their passion for diving, you have come to the right place.  The 
divemaster Training Experience gives you the opportunity to gain and develop your career as 
a dive-master and to experience day to day dive centre operations,  learning new skills in-
cluding dive centre management, maintenance, supervision, refining dive and training skills.

The experience includes the following skills: refining skills to map a reef,  filling cylinders, fixing 
/maintaining equipment, planning dives and handling operational daily procedures.

Your daily tasks would start early mornings where you arrive before the clients and assist with 
dive setup and preparation of gear.

Assist Receptionist with greeting / letting clients fill in forms, do all dive checks eg Dive card 
qualifications, last dive check and daily front desk management task.

Furthermore, you will refine your training skills by Assisting instructors on courses, doing safety 
briefings before dives and debriefings after dives.

It is an amazing experience with so many opportunities to grow and gain experience not 
only as a diver but as a person too and this in a space where you are constantly surrounded 
by passionate people who will help and guide you on your journey to become a professional 
Dive-master and to assist you with furthering your career to becoming a Dive Instructor.


